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Abstract. We have tested the following assumption for a spatially complex area
of natural vegetation in Southern France. The spectral response of a mixed pixel is
a linear combination of the individual responses of its components. The test has

been done with HCMM data: each pixel (500m spatial resolution) has been
characterized by its components defined as physiognomical vegetation units.
Results from the analysis of multitemporal HCMM data indicate that the
assumption is verified for albedos and surface temperatures.
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1. Introduction
The increasing interest in global monitoring of vegetation has emphasized the
need for instruments imaging the whole globe with high temporal resolution.
Consequently, spatial resolution of sensors must be limited because of resultant data
volume. At the present time, many studies are based on NOAA /Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data, with 1.1 km spatial resolution at best, and
global data sets are available only in a sampled, spatially-degraded form. In future
systems, an efficient monitoring of landscape changes may require a spatial resolution
finer than 1.1 km. However, a compromise should still be established between
spectral, spatial and temporal resolutions. Townshend and Justice (1988), with
reference to the proposed Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer. MODIS
(Salomonson et al. 1989), claim that a sensor with a resolution of 500m should
provide the best compromise between detail of changes detected and size of data
volume. Considering this resolution of 500 m, most pixels in the imagery will be mixed
pixels, as the corresponding ground patch areas will include several land cover types.
What is the significance of physical parameters measured over composite areas?
The linear hypothesis has been generally proposed for albedo. For example, the
reflectance of a crop is modelled as a linear combination of reflectances of vegetation
and bare soil (Badhwar 1980). The same linear hypothesis has been proposed at a
global scale, with the objective of predicting climatic changes associated with
variations of the Earth's albedo (Sagan et al. 1979).
Concerning surface temperature, Garratt (1978) has made a comparison between
airborne measurements over mixed pixels and ground measurements of their components: bare soil, herbaceous vegetation and trees. He suggested that the spatiallyaveraged latent heat flux be considered as the sum of the contributions of each
component. He came to the conclusion that the process generating the surface
temperature of a composite area when dealing with high contrasts in the roughness of
the components was nonlinear (see also Ross et al. 1985, Kustas et al. 1989). Byrne
et al. (1979) calculated the apparent temperature of a bare soil with bushes from
the long wave flux per unit area, applying the Stefan-Boltzmann law for each
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indi\idual surfLice. The! concliided that "notwithstlrnding the fact that the relationship is ;i fourth-power one, the temperature range invol\ed is small and the
departure from linearity is not great".
C'msidering ;i sp;ttiallq coniple.x ;ireit of natural vegetation in Southern France. \ve
have tested the sitnplest assumption: the spectral albedo (or surface temperature)
obtained ivith a SO(:)tn rewlution pisel is equal to the spectral albedo lor surface
teniptrature) (rf cvm ponents weighted b! their relative area.;.

2. Test area and available data
The tent ;ire;i is ;i m a l l watershed (50 km'). located 20 h m north of Montpellier.
France, and representative of Mediterranean karst watersheds. It ivas chosen becausc
of it:, hoinogeneou~lithologic wbstrutum and the relative flatness of the terrain. The
dominant tree specie.; in the iireii ilre the e\ergreen Q I I L W Ii/(,.\
I . ~ L. and the deciduous
Q i ~ ¿ u ,?iil)c:ccwis
v
W illd.
Themntic data \vere drak\n from ii veget;ition co\-cr map. established Lit the scule
of I :50 ()(.N.Vegetation physiognonq had been ussessed yuantit:itivrly through a
coditicuticsn based L I ~ O I Ithe respective projected covers of trees (higher than 2 in).
shrubs and herbaceuus layer. Projected covers of the three layers had been estimated
visually in the tield. and the bounduries o f \-egetcition units had been delineuted from
aerial photographs. For the purposes ot' this study. four simplified vegetation classes,
referred to LIS vegetation formations were used (table 1).
Satellite sensor datu were obtained from the Heat Capacity Mapping Missicm
( H C M M ) of Explorer 1 sutellite (NASA 1980). Spectral radiances i n visible/near
inti-ared and thermal infrared wavelengths have been recorded with spatial resolutions of 500 x 400 ni and 6C)Ox 6C)Oni respectively. Five acquisition dates h a x been
considered: 6 May. 4 .Iuly, 21 August. 31 August and 27 September 1979. Only
diurnal dutii. obtaincd close to the daytime maximum. hake been token into account.
For sach date. datn írom the two channels have been spntially rcgistered.

3. hlethods
Albedo valucs hu\e been derived from the calibration equation published by
NASA ( 1980). To reduce atmospheric variations among the five dates. we adopted a
normalization procedure. assigning an albedo value recorded over seawater to 045. ;I
.ralue consiclered as relatively constnnt in the literature. The derived albedo values.
\vhich are mcwe precisly spectral albedos meusured i n the 0.55 to 1.1 pm dotnuin. ;tre
comparable to either literut tire values. other satellite estimates. and ground meitstirernents (Lacuze c r d. 19%). In a similar way. surfxe temperatures have been
'lahle I . Definition (.if the \cyetnticin tiirniatioris anJ sonie cif their structural characteristics.
Tree covcr is cxpre+.ed in percentape of vertically projected covcr. Mcan heights íire
calculated at thc ci.ner
marks assuming ;i tree height of' 4ni. Roughness was
calculated dividing niean hcights h) 8.15 (Brutsaert 1982).
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computed with the calibration equations provided by NASA (1980), including the
linear correction proposed by Reiniger (1981).
By superimposing a grid reproducing HCMM pixels on the vegetation cover map,
we could calculate the percentage of each vegetation formation in each pixel. The
registration of HCMM data with the vegetation map was adjusted through the
consideration of sharp topographic features surrounding the test area.
A general linear model of the form

o=Xjkjaj or o'=Zjkjtsj where Zkj= 1

(1)

is used for each pixel. Where o or o' are the independent variables, that is the observed
albedo or surface temperature; k j ( j = 1,4) are independent variables, that is the
percentage of t h e j t h vegetation formation in the considered pixel and aj or tsj are
unknown parameters, that is the albedo or the surface temperature of the jth
vegetation formation. In practice n observations, the number of pixels under study,
would be available on o and o' with the corresponding n observations on each of t h e j
independent variables. Thus, I I equations like equation (1) can be written. Essentially
we will be solving I I equations f o r j = 4 unknown parameters. In matrix notation the
equations are:

Y

I

O=KA

or

O'=KT,

(2)

where O and O are the I I x 1 vectors of observations, K is a 4 x n matrix made up of n
observations on each of the four independent variables, and A or T, are 4 x 1 vectors
of unknown parameters. These vectors can be estimated by:

A = ( K T K -')KTO or T, =( K T K 1 ) K T O
(3)
The transposed of K is denoted by KT. In this study, the number of pixels (n) is
197.

4. Results and discussion
The estimations of albedo and surface temperature of vegetation formations,
following equation (3), are reported respectively in tables 2 and 3. The calculated
correlation coefficients and F-ratios of the overall regression equations (mean square
due to regression divided by the residual mean square) are also given. The tabulated
F,.,, is 2.65. Therefore, all the regression equations explain a significant amount of
the variation of a and t,.
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Table 2. Albedo estimated by multiple regression for each of the four vegetation formations
and the five studied dates. The correlation coefficients and the F-ratios of the overall
regression equations are also reported.
6 May

4 July

0.136
0.136
0.130
0.1 16
0.38
7.9

O. 152

ALBEDO
21 August 31 August 27 September

~

Shrubland
Open woodland
Mid-dense woodland
Dense woodland
Correlation coefficients
F-ratios

0.156
0.149
0.134
0.53
19.2

0.131
0.133
0.123
0.1 14
0.65
34.5

0.135
0.136
0.127
0.115
0.69
43.6

0.1 17
0.120
0.1 13
0.102
0.61
28.6

I
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T'able 1. Surfacc tenipcraturrs estimated h) multiple rcgre5sion for cacti o f t h r foiir vegetation
fhmiatioiih and the tive studied dates. The correlatii.nl coeffcirnts and the F-ratios of the
ovcr:ill rrprcssiori quation>are also reported.

Surfhce tempcr;iture. c'
21 A i i g w t
31 August 27 September
'

4 July

Thew estimiitecl \:alties c.rf alhedo and surface temperature are not significantly
difercnt (t-test thr paired ctrniparison. p<,O.O5 for LI.p < 0.01 for r,) froin those
obtuinsd by Ranihal cr t i l . (19x5) considering onI> pure pisels (i.e. pixels with at least
SO per cent ot'their areii irccupied by the same vegetation fw-mation).
'The seasonal coiirscs of al bcdcr and surface temperatiire i s shobvn iit tnbles I!and 3
are consistent with oiir knowledge c ~ vegetation
f
phcnoliwy. seilsonal e\ olutinn of air
temperature mJ ciitTerentinl increase ot'uater stress tbr the vegetation formatiotis (see
Rantbal car d.1985).
Fronr these results, we concliide that albedos and surfLice temperatures of mised
pixels can he considered as lineclr combinations ofnlbedo~or surthce teniperatures of
their compcinentS defined as phq-siognnmical \egetation units. weighted by their
relativc areas. The qualit> of the tested linear relationships is better ti,r surface
temperature than for albeclu (cf. table 3 1. 'l'his lliily he eKplained
the low thermal
contrast$ between vegetation t'ormntions. The underlying mechanim has been
suggested by Philip 1 1Y87) studying thc energy balitncc of a JcrivnLvind ev¿tporuting
surface in rcluilibriuni ivith an upwind hot dry landscape. He revealed the influence of
the surfiice resistiincz. the sum of the boundary layer resistance and of' the canopq
stomatal resistance, and shnucd that a high surface resistance reduced advective
effrcts and minimized the discontinwus drop of temperature. In our case. ttitli ;i
3 ni s- ' (see ~ill;otable I ) wind speed nbow the dense \v0c.dlitld or the shrubland.
itercrd>namic resistances are respectively iibout I O and 75 s til- The rninimal canopy
stomntal resistances ranges t'rcrnt 150 to 200 s ni- (Runibal 198Y j. Hence. the role of
the rwghnesh is reduced and the surface r e s i s t m m come mainly from high canopy
rrsistancc: consequently. thermal contrasts ilre rather low. So. if we consider ;i Inrge
land ;irea. cornposed of units nf similar vegetation formaticui of several hectares in
size. then we slioulil be ahle. ;is :i first apprositnation. to ignore effects of local
advection ;it the upwind edgcs of thc various vegetation units. t o consider that
inter:ictions between them ;ire small and treat their surface tcmperatures as cnnstant
throughout the studied area.
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